SafeBag MI6
Intelligent nightsafe deposit unit with armoured drum

The SafeBag MI6 deposit unit has been developed to meet
the banking sector’s need for an effective nightsafe solution
with uncompromising security.
SafeBag MI6 is managed by an integrated PC. For emptying
and counting procedures, the system offers great flexibility
with regard to who can carry out the procedures and when.
In the event of errors or manipulation attempts, the
nightsafe deposit function is locked in a secured position
and the security services are alerted.

∙

SafeBag MI6 has been tested by ECB S in accordance with
European standard EN 1143-2 and is available with two

security levels: Grade IV and VI. The construction of the rotating drum deposit mechanism, combined with its armoured
interior, enables SafeBag MI6 to resist the most modern and
advanced methods of attack.
In order to protect the machine against manipulation attempts,
an alarm sounds after the deposit door has been left open for a
set period of time, and the drum moves into the secured
position. In the event of a power cut, the unit automatically
switches to emergency power via a back-up unit.
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SECTION A-A

El-gennemføring
El-gennemføring
Electrical penetration Ø14
ø14
ø14

Access Options
Individual PINs (4–9 digits), vandal-proof keypad
Chip/magnetic card
Biometric identification

Recording
Electronic logging of all events
Barcode/RFID chip recording of deposits
Customer receipt
SMS/e-mail receipt function

Monitoring
SMS/e-mail alarm functions

Customer Display
Integrated customer information display

Design
Stainless steel frame
Integrated document safe
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Customer Interface
Access to the nightsafe deposit unit is granted by PIN or
other type of operation. The multi-code system allows each
user to be allocated a personal code. This makes it possible
to keep track of who has used the unit, and when.

Locking
Reconfigurable key lock
Electronic high security lock/one-time codes or suchlike

Service
All components used in SafeBag MI6 have been thoroughly
tried and tested and have demonstrated proven reliability
over the years.

